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Plan of the talkPlan of the talk

  Introduction: naturalness and landscape Introduction: naturalness and landscape
 Model-building with intersecting Model-building with intersecting branesbranes
 SUSY breakingSUSY breaking
  The models The models



NaturalenessNaturaleness::

•• SUSYSUSY
•• Extra-dimensionsExtra-dimensions
•• ……..

•• ????????
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The Landscape of string The Landscape of string vacuuavacuua

•• A tentative definition: The  effective field theory  X isA tentative definition: The  effective field theory  X is
more naturalmore natural than Y in string theory if the number of than Y in string theory if the number of
phenomenologicallyphenomenologically acceptable acceptable  vacuavacua leading to X is leading to X is
larger than the number leading to Y.larger than the number leading to Y.

This justifies  to look for This justifies  to look for ““  phenomenologicallyphenomenologically acceptable acceptable
vacuavacua  ”” ? But, first, one has to define what is ? But, first, one has to define what is
““  phenomenologicallyphenomenologically acceptable acceptable vacuum  vacuum ””



Intersecting Intersecting branebrane models models

OrOr
Introduction to the art of Introduction to the art of ““perturbativeperturbative

string models for phenomenologystring models for phenomenology””??



CompactificationCompactification on a six  on a six torustorus from 10 to 4d from 10 to 4d

•• 10d theory has N=8 SUSY10d theory has N=8 SUSY



Brane
Compact space

Localization implies :

• breaking of translation invariance

Goldstone bosons = scalars on the brane



CompactificationCompactification on a six  on a six torustorus

•• 10d theory has N=8 SUSY10d theory has N=8 SUSY
•• Localization of a Localization of a branebrane in 6 internal dimensions breaks translation in 6 internal dimensions breaks translation

invariance  invariance  ⇒⇒  6 scalars on the 6 scalars on the branebrane =Goldstone bosons =Goldstone bosons
•• Space is Space is supersymmetricsupersymmetric  ⇒⇒ SUSY spontaneously broken  SUSY spontaneously broken ⇒⇒  4 4 WeylWeyl

fermions on the fermions on the branebrane =  = GoldstinosGoldstinos
•• On the On the branebrane::

–– N=4 SUSY linearly realizedN=4 SUSY linearly realized
–– N=4 SUSY non N=4 SUSY non linearelylinearely realized: overall U(1) (goldstones and realized: overall U(1) (goldstones and

goldstinosgoldstinos).).

•• Non parallel Non parallel branesbranes break different parts of the N=8 SUSY break different parts of the N=8 SUSY

•• ⇒⇒ N=0 (or N=1) SUSY from intersecting  N=0 (or N=1) SUSY from intersecting branesbranes



SUSY breaking by SUSY breaking by branesbranes

N=4 multiplets (brane 1)

N=4 multiplets (brane 2)

N=2, 1,0 multiplets
at the intersection



Stability of intersectingStability of intersecting  branesbranes: no tachyons: no tachyons

•• 2d: no tachyon at the intersection 2d: no tachyon at the intersection ⇒⇒parallel parallel branesbranes only  only ⇒⇒ SUSY SUSY



Stability of intersectingStability of intersecting  branesbranes: no tachyons: no tachyons

•• 2d: no tachyon at the intersection 2d: no tachyon at the intersection ⇒⇒parallel parallel branesbranes only  only ⇒⇒ SUSY SUSY
•• 4d: no tachyon at the intersection 4d: no tachyon at the intersection ⇒⇒parallel or orthogonal  parallel or orthogonal  branesbranes

only only ⇒⇒ all or half SUSY all or half SUSY



Stability of intersectingStability of intersecting  branesbranes: no tachyons: no tachyons

•• 2d: no tachyon at the intersection 2d: no tachyon at the intersection ⇒⇒parallel parallel branesbranes only  only ⇒⇒ SUSY SUSY
•• 4d: no tachyon at the intersection 4d: no tachyon at the intersection ⇒⇒parallel or orthogonal  parallel or orthogonal  branesbranes

only only ⇒⇒ all or half SUSY all or half SUSY
•• 6d: arbitrary angles !!! 6d: arbitrary angles !!! ⇒⇒ SUSY or no SUSY SUSY or no SUSY possible!!! possible!!!



Gauge bosons: SUSY Gauge bosons: SUSY multipletsmultiplets on the  on the branebrane

•• N=2 N=2 multipletsmultiplets
1 vector1 vector
2 2 WeylWeyl fermions fermions
1 complex scalar1 complex scalar

⇒⇒two  N=1 two  N=1 multipletsmultiplets::

W   vectorW   vector
A    A    chiralchiral

•• N=4 N=4 multipletsmultiplets
  1 vector  1 vector
4 4 WeylWeyl fermions fermions
3 complex scalars3 complex scalars

⇒⇒four  N=1 four  N=1 multipletsmultiplets::

W   vectorW   vector
3 A    3 A    chiralchiral

a a

aa



SquarksSquarks and  and sleptonssleptons: SUSY breaking at the: SUSY breaking at the
intersectionintersection

•• Take the angles Take the angles  θ θ1,1,θθ2 and 2 and θθ3 in the three 3 in the three toritori such that there is an N=1 such that there is an N=1
SUSY preserved at the intersection (ex SUSY preserved at the intersection (ex  θ θ1+1+θθ2-2-θθ3 =0). Quarks and leptons3 =0). Quarks and leptons
are then in N=1 are then in N=1 multipletsmultiplets..

•• Change now Change now θθ3 by very little such that 3 by very little such that  θ θ1+1+θθ2-2-θθ3 =D. Then SUSY is broken3 =D. Then SUSY is broken
spontaneously by a D-term.spontaneously by a D-term.

•• SquarksSquarks and leptons get masses  (up to charges): and leptons get masses  (up to charges): Dm =
2

0







Loop generated SUSY breaking masses for Loop generated SUSY breaking masses for ““bulkbulk”” states states
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What about the Higgs sector?What about the Higgs sector?

•• The Higgs The Higgs multipletsmultiplets come as  come as N=2N=2 hyper- hyper-multipletmultiplet
•• The The mm parameter is either: parameter is either:

–– A free parameter (A free parameter (branesbranes separation) separation)
–– One-loop induced:One-loop induced:

•• The Higgs scalars are fine tuned to get the right electroweak scale.The Higgs scalars are fine tuned to get the right electroweak scale.
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Unification of couplings?Unification of couplings?

•• Yes for N=4 with one Higgs scalar lightYes for N=4 with one Higgs scalar light
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Unification of couplings?Unification of couplings?

•• Yes for N=2 with one Higgs doublet lightYes for N=2 with one Higgs doublet light
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Unification of couplings?Unification of couplings?

•• Yes for N=2 with two Higgs doublets lightYes for N=2 with two Higgs doublets light
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What about What about binosbinos??

•• The The binosbinos do  not enter in the RGE for unification do  not enter in the RGE for unification
•• The The binosbinos are important for getting a  are important for getting a Dark MatterDark Matter

candidate.candidate.
•• Could the  lightest Could the  lightest neutralinoneutralino be the dark matter be the dark matter

candidate?candidate?



  The  lightest The  lightest neutralinoneutralino be the dark matter candidate? be the dark matter candidate?

•• No light winos but two or more No light winos but two or more binosbinos
•• HiggsinosHiggsinos alone can not be the DM because of the alone can not be the DM because of the

vector coupling.vector coupling.
•• Mixing with light Mixing with light binosbinos is necessary. is necessary.
•• The mixing must induce a mass splitting between theThe mixing must induce a mass splitting between the

two two HiggsinosHiggsinos at least of order 100  at least of order 100 KeVKeV..
•• ⇒⇒  the lightest the lightest binobino has a mass of at most order 100 has a mass of at most order 100

TeVTeV..
•• ⇒⇒  the lightest the lightest binobino has just a  has just a MajoranaMajorana mass. mass.



  The  lightest The  lightest neutralinoneutralino be the dark matter candidate? be the dark matter candidate?

•• ⇒⇒  the lightest the lightest binobino has just a  has just a MajoranaMajorana mass Mb at mass Mb at
most ~100 most ~100 TeVTeV::

•• This excludes the N=2 model with one Higgs: too lightThis excludes the N=2 model with one Higgs: too light
of order 10 of order 10 KeVKeV..

•• N=4 and one Higgs is border lineN=4 and one Higgs is border line

•• DarkSUSYDarkSUSY⇒⇒ m m~1.1 ~1.1 TeVTeV : :

•• OK for N=2 with two Higgs doubletsOK for N=2 with two Higgs doublets
•• Extra parameter (Extra parameter (branebrane separation) to make N=4 work. separation) to make N=4 work.



  NeutralinoNeutralino  dark matter candidate for N=2?  dark matter candidate for N=2?

•• lightest lightest binobino: a : a MajoranaMajorana mass Mb at most ~100  mass Mb at most ~100 TeVTeV
and and  m m~1.1 ~1.1 TeVTeV . .

•• Mb and Mb and m m given by similar expressions can be compared:given by similar expressions can be compared:

•• Mb<<Mb<<m m binosbinos  overcloseoverclose the universe the universe
•• Mb~Mb~mm   OK OK
•• Mb>>Mb>>m m OKOK

•• N=4 work as for the last case aboveN=4 work as for the last case above



Life time of extra states (N=2 case)Life time of extra states (N=2 case)

•• Scalars decay into Scalars decay into gauginosgauginos, , DiracDirac  gluinosgluinos decay decay
through loop, through loop, DiracDirac winos decay into  winos decay into HiggsesHiggses and and
HiggsinosHiggsinos..

•• At low energies, both At low energies, both binosbinos couple to Higgs and couple to Higgs and
HiggsinosHiggsinos

•• Only stable particle is the LSPOnly stable particle is the LSP



Life time of extra states (N=4 case)Life time of extra states (N=4 case)

•• Half of the fermions will decay as before (the N=2 part).Half of the fermions will decay as before (the N=2 part).

•• The other half will have to decay through massive stringThe other half will have to decay through massive string
states.states.
–– No problem for No problem for gluinosgluinos and winos and winos
–– Life-time of order 1/10 of the age of universe for Life-time of order 1/10 of the age of universe for binosbinos..



ColliderCollider effects effects

CharginosCharginos are produced and decay to LSP  are produced and decay to LSP neutralinosneutralinos..



CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION
•• The Salt Merchant And His DonkeyThe Salt Merchant And His Donkey

     A PEDDLER drove his Donkey to the seashore to buy salt. His road home     A PEDDLER drove his Donkey to the seashore to buy salt. His road home
lay across a stream into which his Donkey, making a false step, fell bylay across a stream into which his Donkey, making a false step, fell by
accident and rose up again with his load considerably lighter, as the wateraccident and rose up again with his load considerably lighter, as the water
melted the sack.melted the sack.

     The Peddler retraced his steps and refilled his panniers with a larger     The Peddler retraced his steps and refilled his panniers with a larger
quantity of salt than before. When he came again to the stream, Thequantity of salt than before. When he came again to the stream, The
Donkey fell down on purpose in the same spot, and, regaining his feet withDonkey fell down on purpose in the same spot, and, regaining his feet with
the weight of his load much diminished, brayed triumphantly as if he hadthe weight of his load much diminished, brayed triumphantly as if he had
obtained what he desired.obtained what he desired.

     The Peddler saw through his trick and drove him for the third time to the     The Peddler saw through his trick and drove him for the third time to the
coast, where he bought a cargo of sponges instead of salt. The Donkey,coast, where he bought a cargo of sponges instead of salt. The Donkey,
again playing the fool, fell down on purpose when he reached the stream,again playing the fool, fell down on purpose when he reached the stream,
but the sponges became swollen with water, greatly increasing his load.but the sponges became swollen with water, greatly increasing his load.
And thus And thus his trick recoiled on him, for he now carried on his back a doublehis trick recoiled on him, for he now carried on his back a double
burden.burden.


